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About Us
LinxSTR is an IoT Network Integrator that works with individual property owners and
management companies to connect properties to the largest IoT network in the world,
Helium. Individuals who participate enjoy unprecedented passive income and a pathway
to creating generational wealth. Once a hotspot is installed, each connected device
generates Helium Network Tokens (HNT) crypto currency every day. Our experienced
team of business and engineering professionals do the heavy lifting, while our participants
earn royalty rewards.
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Message from the Founder
IoT technology integration is at the heart of the latest transformation of the world’s data
communications grid. Today, Helium (www.helium.com) is rapidly expanding the world’s
largest IoT network with a business model that shares the financial upside with LinxSTR
property locations that power the network.
Soon, low-frequency, long distance data networks will connect billions of devices, sensors
and applications in millions of homes and buildings around the world. These devices enable
the Smart Homes and businesses of the future in ways that continue to unfold right before
our eyes. Billions of data transfers are already running through IoT networks, because
the cost of data transfer is far less expensive than on high-speed networks or cellular
networks.
In the years to come, nearly every home and business on earth will be connected to IoT
networks that securely collect and transfer sensor data from multiple devices and
applications in real time, dramatically increasing efficiency, security and connectivity.
LinxSTR offers a simple opportunity into the IoT world that pays you daily. LinxSTR gives
you the entry point as IoT grows into mainstream, just like cellular and Internet did
before.
Read on to learn how IoT will transform the way people and businesses interact with billions
of devices, sensors and applications and how we can get you into the game today!
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What’s in this for you?
Build a High-Profit Passive Income with LinxSTR
The biggest opportunity in network technology since cellular phones is upon us!
Learn how you can participate with LinxSTR to earn passive income, hedge against inflation,
create generational wealth and leave a legacy for your loved ones. In addition, LinxSTR will
make a 1% HNT contribution to your favorite charity.
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PASSIVE INCOME (CASH FLOW)

You will earn passive income as Helium hotspots process data and mine
HNT daily (24x7). There is no need to wait for monthly or quarterly
returns as your income is placed directly into your digital wallet. You
are free to let the HNT accumulate and/or convert the HNT into US
Dollars at anytime.

HEDGE AGAINST INFLATION

If you have filled your gas tank lately, bought groceries or
purchased airfare you know firsthand that inflation is
soaring. Most economic forecasters predict inflation for at least three more years. The annual
inflation rate in the US surged to 6.2% in
October of 2021, the highest since November of 1990 and above the forecasts of
5.8%. Mining HNT diversifies your
portfolio and makes a great hedge
against the fluctuating US dollar.
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FAMILY LEGACY AND
GENERATIONAL WEALTH
We all want to leave a legacy for our loved ones
and future generations. Working with LinxSTR
provides a great way to do that because Helium is
just beginning to embark on a 50 year plan that foresees millions of hotspots in the US alone. Eventhough,
Helium is already the global leader in IoT. By getting in
early and riding the wave, you can create something for yourself now and for generations to come. That’s an unbeatable
win-win for today and tomorrow.

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION
Furthermore, LinxSTR will donate an additional 1% of HNT from the
hotspots that you are participating in to the charity of your choice. This is a
great way to make an impact through sustainable giving.
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“Internet of Things is transforming the everyday physical objects that
surround us into an ecosystem of information that will enrich our lives. From
refrigerators to parking spaces to houses, the Internet of Things is bringing
more and more things into the digital fold every day, which will likely make the
Internet of Things a multi-trillion dollar industry in the near future.”
- PricewaterhouseCoopers report
“The internet is no longer a web that we connect to. Instead, it’s a computerized,
networked, and interconnected world that we live in. This is the future, and what
we’re calling the Internet of Things.”
- Bruce Schneier

We use advanced software to identify
the best locations for IoT
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LinxSTR’s professional installation team guarantees
prompt installation and minimal interruption.
Standard installation and Hotspot configuration generally takes less than 2 hours. When exterior
antenna installation is required, our installation
team can schedule appointments at your convenience when the property is unoccupied. Once
installed and properly configured, the
device manages itself and rarely needs
servicing. In the event that the Hotspot does
require servicing our team will schedule for
prompt servicing.

Mission & Vision
LinxSTR positions property owners and managers to leverage the immense
potential of IoT, so they can generate passive income and create generational
wealth and legacy for their loved ones as we expand the largest IoT network.

How You Get Paid
You will download your own Helium Wallet and get paid everyday. Your earnings
will be in the form of the HNT cryptocurrency. You can transfer your earnings
into US Dollars anytime, or retain them as HNT and compound your profit as
HNT grows in value.
You can expect each IoT device to generate about 1/4 of an HNT token every
day, though many devices can generate 1/2 to 1 or possibly more HNT daily
through our unique property vetting analysis.
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Our Proprietary Hotspot Design
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About Helium
Helium is the largest and fastest-growing IOT network in the world. In
just 26 months, Helium has built a functional, yet limited, network of
more than 600,000+ hotspots which are the nodes of the Helium
blockchain. These hotspots also serve as wireless base stations
for the IoT network in over 3,800 cities around the world.
Helium is backed by major investors from both Silicon
Valley and Wall Street, with total invested capital of more
than �364 million dollars. Helium’s market leadership is
grounded in significant proprietary technology that enables
scalability of the network while protecting the value of each
hotspot and the Helium HN T cryptocurrency.
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Massive, Decentralized Connectivity
Hundreds of companies and thousands of developers are already building the world’s largest, and
fastest growing LoRaWAN network.
Thousands of existing solutions, sensors, devices and gateways can be easily configured to run
LongFi - a powerful blend of LoRaWAN and blockchain technologies.

2 Ways to profit with LinxSTR
12 Pack | $27,750

24 Pack | $49,000

12 Helium Hotspots included
120 Certified Property Evaluations
12 High-Gain Antenna's included
12 Installation Kits included
Advanced Installation Included*
Maintenance included
Monthly HNT Payout of 50%
100% Passive Opportunity

24 Helium Hotspots included
240 Certified Property Evaluations
24 High-Gain Antenna's included
24 Installation Kits included
Advanced Installation Included*
Maintenance included
Monthly HNT Payout of 50%
100% Passive Opportunity

To order, please email us at support@boomstr.com or call
us at 1-833-546-9787 to reserve your 12 or 24 pack while
inventory is available.

FAQS
What happens if a property is sold?
If the device remains with the home and continues to operate, LinxSTR will
continue to compensate you monthly. If the device is removed and recovered
by LinxSTR, we will replace the device in another property.
What happens if a device is broken?
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LinxSTR coordinates the repair and/or replacement of devices.
How soon can a device be installed at my property?
Hotspot installation will begin in March 2022. We will install
on a first-come, first-served basis.
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